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Student ID: 52421157 


Exam: 250758RR - Essentials of Psychology Webinar Exam 


When you have completed your exam and reviewed your answers, click Submit Exam. Answers will not be recorded until you 
hit Submit Exam. If you need to exit before completing the exam, click Cancel Exam. 


Questions 1 to 20: Select the best answer to each question. Note that a question and its answers may be split across a page 
break, so be sure that you have seen the entire question and all the answers before choosing an answer.


 


1. Prozac, Celexa, Zoloft, Paxil, and Lexapro are common drugs used to treat
A. psychosis.


B. obsessive compulsive disorder.


C. depression.


D. anxiety.


 


2. According to the DSM-IV-TR and your text, several different mental disorders are currently recognized. 
Which symptoms and subcategories are correctly aligned?
A. Dissociative disorders: multiple personality disorder, dissociative amnesia, and dissociative fugue


B. Schizophrenia: hypochondriasis and conversion disorder


C. Mood disorders: disorganized, paranoid, catatonic, and undifferentiated


D. Somatoform disorders: generalized anxiety, panic, obsessive compulsive disorder, and PTSD


 


3. All of the following are common changes that occur in adulthood except
A. divorce.


B. life reviews.


C. menopause.


D. midlife transitions.


 


4. What are the purposes of dreams, according to Freud?
A. Unconscious wish fulfillment


B. Both


C. Neither


D. Dreams for survival


 


5. Behavioral therapy would employ all of the following treatment techniques except
A. meditation.


B. aversive conditioning.


C. systematic desensitization.


D. exposure treatment.


 


6. If you believe that the body is a machine and will eventually stop working efficiently, you believe in the 








_______ theory.
A. genetic preprogramming theory


B. disengagement theory


C. wear-and-tear theory


D. second shift theory


 


7. The textbook discusses the DSM-IV TR. What does that mean?
A. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition Transfers


B. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition Text Revision


C. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dementia, Fourth Edition Text Revision


D. Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dementia, Fourth Edition Transfers


 


8. The James–Lange theory says that emotional experience is a reaction to
A. a combination of bodily events occurring as a result of external situation and physiological arousal and emotional experience.


B. bodily events occurring as a result of an external situation.


C. a combination of nonspecific kinds of physiological arousal and its interpretations.


D. both physiological arousal and emotional experience as well as nerve stimuli.


 


9. The scientific method involves
A. theories and operational definitions as well as hypotheses and research.


B. hypotheses and research.


C. theories and operational definitions.


D. neither theories and operational definitions nor hypotheses and research.


 


10. The following are all correct types of memory except
A. semantic.


B. procedural.


C. episodic.


D. memosodic.


 


11. A newly formed cell caused by the union of an egg and sperm is called a/am
A. fetus.


B. chromozone.


C. zygote.


D. embryo.


 


12. All of the following are examples of types of influences we encounter except
A. conformity.


B. schema.


C. obedience.


D. compliance.


 








13. There are _______ stages of sleep.
A. three


B. two


C. four


D. five


 


14. Common childhood disorders include all of the following except
A. dyslexia.


B. autism.


C. ADHD.


D. schizophrenia.


 


15. Insomnia affects approximately _______ percent of people and nearly _______ million people suffer 
from sleep apnea.
A. 30; 20


B. 20; 30


C. 30; 10


D. 10; 20


 


16. To be considered obese, a person must be _______ percent above the average weight for a person of 
his/her height.
A. 20


B. 30


C. 10


D. 40


 


17. All of the following are ways to decrease prejudice except
A. provide inaccurate information.


B. increase contact between the target of stereotyping and the holder of the stereotype.


C. make values and norms against prejudice more visible.


D. teach people awareness regarding the characteristic of targets of stereotyping.


 


18. The startle reflex occurs when
A. a baby cries when he/she hears a stranger's voice.


B. a baby flings out his/her arms and legs at a sudden noise.


C. a baby's cheek is rubbed and he/she seeks to nurse.


D. a baby's toes fan out when his/her foot is stroked.


 


19. Smoking even though you know there is a great chance of getting cancer is a good example of
A. schema.


B. social cognition.


C. attribution theory.


D. cognitive dissonance.








End of exam 


 


20. The endocrine system is a chemical communication system that sends messages throughout the body 
via the
A. bloodstream.


B. nerves.


C. hormones.


D. glands.
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